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hi dav3i,we have no further information on what will be fixed in this update.a best guess is that the
installed windows os will be fixed (i guess xp).we will let you know if we find anything else out.good

luck.gunnar hi all,as mentioned in our forum update, we have now opened this cumulative update for
testing. we would like to know the following:1. please open a service request in the siemens service

center.2. is there a problem opening the project? if not, please send the project file to us. we will
check if we can open the file on our side.3. will the project be opened in wincc flexible 2008 sp4? if
not, please send us the project file. we will open the project in wincc flexible 2008 sp4.4. smart 700

ie, smart panel, touch operation, 7 widescreen tft display, 65536 colors, rs422/485 interface,
ethernet (rj45) interface, with ce certificate, configurable from wincc flexible 2008 sp4 china;
contains open-source software, which is provided free of charge. hello,i am having the same

problem. yesterday i tried to do a backup with the wincc flexible 2008. i have all of the operating
systems installed but the backup does not work. i get the message:"could not open file

/tmp/hmdb1_backup.zip". i think that is what i need to send you the log. can you tell me if you want
a copy of the log? best regards and thanks for your help.erik. siemens advises to install the latest

version of the wincc flexible 2008 sp4 china, which is available from the windows update service. if
the service pack doesn't automatically update to the new version, you can update it manually from
wincc flexible 2008 sp4 china, wincc network services administration or wincc network services. for

more information about the new service pack, contact your local siemens business partner.
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i'm trying to update software on a
wincc flexible 2008 sp4 machine

with multiple siemens wincc
panels on it (each panel is its own
system with its own database). the
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wincc update manager can't
update some of the software,

including sql server sp4, so i have
tried downloading sql server
express sp3, which it claims

successfully installed, but when i
try to run the wincc update

manager, it says that the database
version is out of date. i then tried
to download sql server express
sp4, which it says it successfully

installed, but when i try to run the
wincc update manager, it says that

the database version is out of
date. i have also tried to download
the newer microsoft management
console (mmc) for windows 7, but i
can't install it because i'm running
windows xp. i have a project which
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is on a wincc flexible 2008 sp4
machine that is not working. when
i tried to open it on a wincc flexible
2008 sp5 machine it won't open.
i'm guessing it's a compatibility
issue but i don't know where to

start. how can i get this project to
open? thanks i have a project

which is on a wincc flexible 2008
sp4 machine that is not working.
when i tried to open it on a wincc
flexible 2008 sp5 machine it won't

open. i'm guessing it's a
compatibility issue but i don't

know where to start. how can i get
this project to open? thanks hi
mike, i'm a friend of scott's and

i've worked with him on his
company's cms. i didn't know you
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were in the industry, and i'm
happy you're here too. i use wincc
flexible 2008, and i'm looking for a

couple of things. one, is there a
way to make the contents of the

table lists automatically resize with
the contents? i can't find anything
in the toolkit, and it's driving me

crazy. (i'm not a programmer, and
i'm not the most experienced with
wincc flexible.) i'm also looking for

a way to assign a company
password to the user who

creates/edits a table. i've never
seen a way to do this. if anyone

can help me with these, i'd
appreciate it. 5ec8ef588b
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